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A New Test for Old Skills
by Richard T. Hall

Experienced collectors of classic Swiss stamps long ago learned how to distinguish the two
directions of the underprint on the Zürich cantonal issue . They've also learned that to sort through
the various issues of the Standing Helvetia issue, they have to count perforations . And finally, they've

learned how to distinguish between the comb and line perforated versions of the 1900 UPU Jubilee
issue by the shape of the stamps' corners.

Well, the recent issue of Swiss Design Classics will put all these skills to work.

As I mentioned in my "Matterhorn Meanderings" column in the November 2005 issue of TELL,
the six stamps of this series were printed in rolls of 2000, in booklet panes of 10, and/or in "Business
sheets" of 50. Interestingly, since I published the table of particulars for each of the designs, Pierre
Guinand and Pascal Schneider published (SBZ December 2005) their discovery that the 15c Vegetable

peeler stamp was printed both in the booklet pane format as well as in a roll . The following table

gives the particulars on the versions of each of the six stamps.

Booklet pane

	

Business sheet

	

Roll

15c Vegetable peeler

	

yes

	

no

	

yes

50c Zipper

	

no

	

no

	

yes

85c Station clock

	

yes

	

yes

	

yes

1Fr Le Corbusier chair

	

yes

	

yes

1Fr Landi chair

	

yes

	

yes

2 .20Fr Pencil

	

yes

	

yes

A question arises as to the source of the single stamps sold by the PTT.

Also, as I mentioned in my November column, Pierre
Guinand and Pascal Schneider, in their article in the July-August
2005 issue of SBZ, describe the difference in the gravure screen

pattern between the booklet-printed issues and that of the roll- and
business sheet-printed issues . Your experience with the Zürich
cantonal issue should come in handy here . Figure 1, taken from that
issue of SBZ shows the two different screen patterns which resulted

from a 90° rotation of the screen . With a good magnifying glass, the
orientation of the diamond-shaped cells is quite obvious. They are

either upright like on a playing card on the booklet-printed stamps
or horizontal on the roll- or business sheet-printed stamps.

That characteristic allows us to separate our stamps into two
piles – booklet or roll/business sheet – but how (or can) we

distinguish between singles from a roll or from a business sheet? Hans Häfeli answered this question
in the November 2005 issue of SBZ. You can distinguish between the roll and business sheet stamps
by examining the perforations at the corners, reminiscent of the 1900 UPU (continued on page 12)

no

yes

no
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President's Message
Washington 2006 is an international

show that runs from Saturday May 27th Though

Sunday June 3rd . AHPS will be represented by a

one frame exhibit by Bruce Marsden

AHPS members who wish to see other
members please meet at Bruce's exhibit 10 :00

a.m. on Sunday May 28, Wednesday, May 31, or
Saturday, June 3. Plans for lunch or dinner can
be made at that time.

We have been contacted by a group called

Swiss Roots . This is a group of Swiss
organizations nationwide . Please check out their
web site www .swissroots.org. They are planning
"the largest national-level exhibition of all

things Swiss" on June 10 th in the Philadelphia
National Constitution Center . For more
information, please check the web site.

Jean-François Lichtenstern, consul

general of Switzerland in San Francisco, will cut
the WESTPEX opening ribbon on Friday
morning, April 28, and AHPS officers will then

lead him on a tour of the ten Swiss exhibits in
the show. Is that cool or what! Our thanks to
Dale Eggen for arranging that!

Bill

Letter to the Editor
Dear George,

I would like to offer a slight clarification

to the AHPS 2005 financial statement that was
published in the March 2006 TELL . A quick

read of the statement might lead one to conclude
that the AHPS gave me $1500 to write a book

and thus operated at a net loss for the year.

That is not the case. The AHPS lent me

$1000 to help with initial publication costs of my
Switzerland/New Zealand book . That loan has

been subsequently repaid to the AHPS.

The AHPS also spent $500 to obtain the
copyright and ISBN for the book, to provide the
book to AHPS members at a discounted price
and to provide free books to the major philatelic

libraries of the world.

I wish to thank publicly the AHPS Board
of Directors for their generous support of Swiss

philately and Swiss English language philatelic
publications.

Sincerely,

Charles J. LaBlonde CPhH, FRPSL
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Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS
Conventions and shows:

St. Louis Stamp Expo, March 2-4, 2007 — St.
Louis; contact Michael Peter (see page 2 for
addresses).

Diamond Anniversary
Our sister organization in Great Britain,

the Helvetia Philatelic Society, is celebrating its
Diamond Jubilee this year . There will be special

presentations and other features at their
meeting in Salisbury on June 3 . Our
congratulations to the HPS, with many happy
returns. We will share more news of the
festivities in July or September.

A First-time Exhibitor
by Heinrich Heissinger

I had always said I would never exhibit.
Once you have specialized in a certain area, it is

hard to find collectors and judges with enough
knowledge to really understand and appreciate
your collection . Three years ago I was asked to
exhibit, and I reluctantly agreed. By now I have

exhibited twice, and I would like to share what I
have experienced and learned.

The first thought coming to mind is my

wife's reaction . She had never thought highly

about stamp collecting . For her it seemed to be
a little crazy to spend hours looking at little

pieces of paper through a magnifying glass . If I

got onto her nerves, she usually said : "go
upstairs and play with your stamps" . I started
to take her along to some exhibitions . She met

my exhibiting `stamp buddies' and their wives,
got comfortable with them, came along for

dinners, and had a jolly good time . Of course we

often talked `stamps,' and she started to get a
little understanding of the challenges . Both of
us learned that exhibiting is in part a social

event. You meet people, make friends, and have
a good time . Our annual AHPS meetings work
the same way. If you do not attend, you forfeit
the chance to make friends.

The fear of the unknown is natural if you

put an exhibit together for the first time . There

is only one good solution : get an experienced
exhibitor to coach you . I was lucky to find a few
members to advise me, point out weaknesses

and make suggestions for improvements . This

gave me some needed confidence.

When I started to put my exhibition

pages together, I found myself going to
exhibitions and looking at the exhibits, instead
of going to the dealers first . At first this was to
see how others mounted their exhibits, but soon

I realized there is a lot to be learned looking at
areas I did not collect. Some colleague had spent
a lot of time explaining his or her field of
expertise, and an easy learning experience was

there for the taking.

My biggest surprise came when I started
to look critically at my collection . I keep my

stamps and covers in stock books . All of them

are explained, including the type of mail and the
postal rate in case of covers. Some of them have
been there for 25 plus years, and I had explained

them according to my knowledge of many years
ago. I had to realize that some of this
information had been erroneous . As time went

by, my knowledge had increased, but I had never
paid enough attention to my previous faulty

descriptions. Today, the quality of my

explanations is at my present level of
knowledge, and therefore (continued on page 11)
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Old and New Paper 1908, the Difference in
Quality (Part IV)

by Axel Herms

(This article was published in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung 7-8/2002, translated by Ernest L Bergman,
and published here with the gracious permission of the BBZ)

Part I of this series was published in the January 2005 TELL ; it introduced the 19 stamps
printed with cross watermarks in both horizontal and vertical formats, and traces the difference to use
of new paper which was gummed before printing . Part II was published in the May 2005 TELL; it
explored some apparent exceptions, which are explained by the return to old paper for some printings.
Part III, published in the November 2005 TELL, discusses the intriguing Z. 119.

The series will be continued in a future TELL.

The two paper varieties differ in the quality of the paper as well as in the position of the
watermark . In order to become acquainted with the differences, lay side by side, with the design side
down, three comparison stamps (canceled, without gum) . For instance Z . 101c (Aw-paper), Z . 102 (

Av-paper) and Z . 124 (B-paper) . Using a large-sized magnifying glass and side light illumination (flat
angle of incidence) ; you can observe the differences in papers.

Characteristics of the old paper, gummed after printing = A-paper with
watermark I.

Two varieties can be distinguished for A-paper. Even though this is due to production, it must

be mentioned because the first variety (Av-paper) can be mistaken for the B-paper, while the second
variety, the Aw-paper, is clearly distinguishable from the B-paper . Both varieties can also be
observed on the standing Helvetia (1907/08) which were printed at the same time (easy to see on Z.
100B).

Av paper: Surface medium coarse, only slightly dotted (often only recognizable with side
illumination), slightly transparent, watermark weak to nearly invisible, fibers scattered, long
fibers nearly always bent . From 1914 on, this paper was again produced for copper plate and
engraved printing (= Ax-paper).

Aw paper: Surface strikingly coarse dotting,* transparent, watermark easily visible, fibers
dispersed, long fibers nearly always bent.

The Aw-paper generated darker color shades and a grainy print due to the rougher surface and
therefore better absorption . Therefore, a few typical color shades have developed such as for instance
Z . 101c yellow brown, Z . 103A dark green (FD September 1908 until 1909, also from stamp booklet), Z.
117A dark yellow brown (FD September 1909) or Z . 119A dark green with a grayish tinge (late 1909).

*) This refers to the so-called "mesh image" which is created when the paper is produced . [Note : this
refers to the endless cloth of finely woven wire that supports the paper during manufacture in the
Fourdriner machine . The web of paper supported by the wire cloth passes under the dandy roll, which
adds the watermark. See L.N. Williams, Fundamentals of Philately, revised edition, pages 44-48, for
further details on the manufacture of paper .] If not enough attention is paid during manufacture, it
shows up as a fine dotted lattice design in the paper . It shows up especially strongly on the "mesh
side ." When ungummed paper was used, attention was not always paid as to which was the better
printing side . Very coarse, grainy prints resulted if the "mesh side" was accidentally used . Initially,
on B-paper the "mesh image" can only be observed with difficulty (issues prior to about 1913) ; later on
the "mesh side" was always gummed (in a note from the paper factory the remarks "no mesh image"
and "indicate mesh side" can be found).
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THE COLOR CHARACTERISTICS
If you have some experience in color shades, and concentrate specifically on color shades, at the same
time also looking at the paper characteristics, you can reliably sort out nearly all of these 19 stamps
as belonging to Wz. I/A or II/B.

Z# Mi-# Watermark I, A-paper Watermark II, B-paper

103 97 Bluish green dark to light, light green

as well as deep green (= coarse paper
1908/09)

Bluish green (similar to 103C), never light

green or deep green

108 102 red, with light tinge of carmine, dull on
coarse surface

red (bright) on flat surface

109 103 blue to dark blue, seldom light blue blue to dark blue, ultramarine

110 104 orange tinged brown, striking grainy
print

brown, fine print

111 105x pure green,

	

(slightly grainy) or deep
green (coarse), never bluish

light to dark deep blue green, dark green

112 106 lilac to purple lilac purple (1911), rose lilac (1918)

113 107x dark bluish green dull, grainy or deep
bluish, fine, cancellation date 1908/10

at

	

least

	

9

	

different

	

shades,

	

only

	

deep
bluish

	

green

	

(bright),

	

similar

	

to

	

103A
(cancellation date however 1915)

114 108 blackish brown/pale yellow (light violet)
somewhat

	

grainy,

	

seldom

	

brown
(1910/11)

dark

	

brown/yellow,

	

seldom

	

blackish,

brown/yellow

115 109x carmine dull (light bluish) similar to
115z

carmine

116 110 Yellow olive/yellowish (light to dark)
brownish yellow olive

Yellow

	

olive/yellowish

	

(fine)

	

cancellation

date as of 1912?

117 111 I at least 6

	

different color shades,

	

all

derived from base color yellowish brown
(very coarse to fine)

Yellow olive

118 112 I same

	

shades

	

as

	

118B,

	

however
somewhat paler and lighter

somewhat darker shades than 118A, and
mostly heavier

119 113 I at least 6 different color shades, light
green

	

shades

	

somewhat

	

coarse

	

and
light bluish, type I

light green pure, fine (so far only known to
come from booklet sheets) type la

120 114 carmine red to red (dull), cancellation

date 1909 to 11

various shades, among others also similar

to 120A (cancellation date from 1911 on,
from booklets from 1909 on)

121 115 pale brown grayish (1909), light brown
yellowish (1910)

light brown pale (1910/12), brown, deep
brown (1914)

122 116 light purple (dull), never lilac light purple (1909), purple, lilac/deep lilac

(1912 to 14)

12311 111 II similar shades

	

as

	

123 IIB,

	

however
never yellow olive

at

	

least

	

5

	

shades,

	

yellowish

	

brown

	

to

yellowish olive

12511 113 II light (yellowish) green, green (seldom),

fine to grainy

pure green grainy (booklet + booklet sheet

1910),

	

(bluish)

	

green

	

(covering),

	

green

(grayish), fine (from stamp booklet

23C 23 c postage due stamp 23Ca : light greenish
olive, teeth pointed

postage due stamp 23Cb : deep greenish to
yellowish olive, teeth dull and irregular
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Characteristics of the new, before printing, gummed paper = B-paper
with watermark II.

B paper: Surface fine, paper slightly
transparent, watermark often nearly
invisible, long fibers mostly straight
(seldom bent) and often conspicuously
vertically arranged (in the "flow"
direction of the paper) . In watermark
fluid a fine uniform dotted pattern shows
up similar to what one can see under
side illumination on Aw-paper . It is
harder to recognize a weak dot pattern
under side illumination, and even then,
only in the vertical direction . If one
turns the stamp by 90 degrees the fine
lattice-dot structure becomes invisible.

With some experience, it is possible
to identify nearly every stamp just on the
basis of paper characteristics without paying

attention to the watermark. If we also
consider the cancellation date, we can
exclude A-paper as of 1912 with 99%

certainty, except for Z. 116 and more rarely
Z. 118. If we sort out the rest of the stamps
(cancellation date July 1908 to 1911) all with

Aw-paper, there are only a few stamps left
which have to be put under the magnifying
glass and examined for Av-/B-paper . Only if
paper condition does not lead to a definite

result, the position of the watermark must
be established, or the experienced collector
must consider the shade (see the table of
color characteristics) . Z . 119 B can always

clearly be identified on the basis of type
characteristics of the picture (= type IA)

Old and new paper 1908, the
differences in the application of gum

Presumably the gum application on A-paper was done with the same machine in use since
1881. The gum mixture was newly prepared in 20 kg batches . The composition changed from year to
year and the consistency from mixture to mixture . It is therefore no surprise that the appearance is
quite variable.

The new method for B-paper made it possible to have a uniform, fine and flexible gum
application. For instance, the following stamps can be used as stamps for comparison : Z. 101 (for A-
paper, gum fissured), Z . 102 (A-paper, gum flat and glossy) and Z . 124 (for B-paper, gum cracked).

A. Gum firm, transparent, mostly strongly fissured, thick to fine, seldom flat and scarcely fissured,
always glossy ; ATTENTION: regummed B can be very similar to A, but are "soft", mostly
somewhat sticky *) and the end of the teeth show glued fray outs or are (recently) not gummed.

B. Gum soft, normally finely cracked (seldom heavy, then typically lined up diagonally), acting

dull. Regumming is impossible, the typical cracking can not be falsified . This also concerns

The currently known earliest dates
of use (as of 5/30/2002)

*) RS = regular stamp sheet sold at post offices;

BSh = sheet used for booklet production

**) A FD 10/31/1909 with Z. 125 IIB is at hand,

however so far a similar early date could not be
confirmed. Please report new "early dates" to: A.

Herms, Postfach 116, CH-6315 Oberägeri
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specifically the Pro Juventute stamps of 1915 to 1923 or the first airmail stamps with the propeller

overprint. Here, if the typical cracking is missing, they are without exception regummed.

*) In case of doubt, make a test with the finger: press down hard your (dry) index

finger. If the stamp sticks adhesively to the finger, it is regummed; otherwise if it

bounces off, the gum should be original .

Conclusions, and why cataloging of
the two watermark positions is
presented:
1. From August 1905 until summer 1908 all issues
were printed on coarse to medium coarse A paper

with upright watermark . The horizontal position did

not occur during that printing period.

2. All stamps printed between July 1908 and
November 1910 exist with both watermark positions.

3. The different watermark positions are not

varieties, but resulted from the introduction of a new

kind of paper . Similarly to the figure patterns (Kz I
and II), the catalog numbers of the specific stamps

are indicated by the letter A with Wz. I (= old paper

with upright Wz . I), and those with Wz . II (= new

paper with horizontal Wz.) with the letter B (for

instance Z . 103A and 103B).

4. The upright watermark always has broad, low,
horizontal watermarks, however always high, small

crosses. Therefore, one can identify clearly and
without problems each watermark just as one can
the two oval control marks.

5. Besides the described 19 stamps, no others exist

that have both watermark positions.

6. From 1911, typographed stamps were exclusively
printed on pregummed paper with horizontal

watermark.

7. Z. 119A and 119B should each receive its own
catalog number because they have two distinct types

of designs (for instance 119I and 119Ia)

8. The issues in copper plate and engraved printing

were printed on ungummed A-paper until 1936.
Depending on the printer, they have either upright
watermark (Landestopographie) or horizontal water-

mark (Orell Füssli).

Three especially interesting stamps
103: The most interesting of all stamps with both locations of watermarks is Z . 103. This is not only

because it was the first one issued with the new pregummed paper but it seems that it was printed
simultaneously on both paper varieties . The available "early dates" draw attention to the following

printings: November 1907 (Av, booklet sheet , light green) ; December 1908 (Av, post office sheet, light

green); July 1908 (B, booklet sheet, bluish green) ; August 1908 (B, post office sheet, bluish green);
September 1908 (Aw, post office and booklet sheet, deep green to deep dark green, cancellation dates
mostly December 1908 - April 1909).

113: This stamp is truly a "mine" for the
color shade collector. The 103A is an
unmistakable grayish green . Later only
113B stamps were issued, which exist in at
least 9 different basic shades . The color
palette ranges from shiny deep bluish green
(1915) to porous olive green (1930/33) . If you
observe these extremes side by side, the
shade differences are substantially more
marked than for instance the 40 Rp Z. 112
and 176, or Z. 156 and 161 (in Michel only
one number with shades a and b!)

125II : As with Z . 103, at first only booklet
sheets were printed on B-paper (1910),
whereas post office sheets were issued at
nearly the same time on Av-paper . In these
booklet sheets we see with a fine porous,
pure green print as we know it from the tête-
bêche K7II . A few months later, again
booklet sheets (green grayish) and also at
the same time post office sheets were
printed on B-paper. Presumably no sheets
of this second booklet issue were available to
collectors.

Valuations
At this time it is too early to establish

relative values of the different watermark
positions and the two types of Z. 119. Only
when this new knowledge is known in larger

circles and collectors have evaluated their
holdings will we find out which stamps are
really scarce (perhaps canceled 111A - 113A,
115A, 119B, 123IIA) . With mint stamps,

besides the scarcity, we must also consider
the popularity of the fakeproof cracked, fine

gum.
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Yogurt and Stamps - Project Ymago
by Charles J. LaBlonde CPhH

(with many thanks to Michael Rutherfoord and Markus Seitz for material)

We all love our Rayons and Strubels but every now and then a modern postal history story comes

along that is just too good to pass up . This is one such story . I hope you enjoy Ymago!

Background
We have all read horror stories about post office finances, in our own country and around the

world. Switzerland is no exception . In the "good old days" it seemed that every Swiss village had a

post office. Many of the postmarks from these tiny post offices are quite rare and collectable today.
But now profits are more of a consideration than service, and these quaint little post offices are not
making any money.

As late as 1999 Switzerland still had around 3,500 post offices . By 2005 this number had

shrunk to 2,600, and further reductions are promised . In 2004 SwissPost (hereinafter abbreviated as
SP) showed a deficit of 374 million francs. But SP has not forgotten about the postal needs of the
people living in the small villages.

Under the umbrella name Ymago (as yet, I have not been able to find any source for this

peculiar name) SP has launched a four-pronged activity to bring postal service back to the people . The

first prong of the Ymago is a pilot project to create and operate entities called "postal agencies . "

A postal agency is an operation that is low cost, has low overhead, involves no salaries or
benefits, and yet provides about 90% of all normal postal services . Sound too good to be true? There's

more! The agency will be user friendly, have longer hours than a normal post office (45 hours per
week versus 34) and involve no cash . Wow!

All SP Ymago literature is very clear on the fact that what is happening now is just a test . The

test locations will be carefully chosen and monitored to sense public reaction to the new concept . To

quote SP, "Before the start, during and after each pilot project, customer surveys will be conducted to

determine how the agency is working, what is good and what is bad . "

The SP theme is to keep everything simple, to determine what customers want and to not
make any final decisions until the end of 2006.

How Does A Postal Agency Work?
The basic principle is postal service in a village shop (or travel agency, or train station, or

municipal locale, or tourist office) . The agency is supported by a "mother" post office not far away.

Where we live for part of the year in Scotland our post office is in a village shop, but it is staffed by

three post office employees . Under Ymago, there will be no SP employees in the shop, just the regular

shop staff. Impossible? Not with the new machine built by the German Sielaff Company, the same
company that builds the stamp printing machines for the German Post Office . The machine has the
following components:

• Scale with a capacity up to 30 kilograms built by Pesa.

• Thermal printer built by Zebra.

• Operating software by MCS and touch screen interface (4 languages).

The customer puts his letter on the scale and immediately sees its weight on the screen . The

next choice is format (based upon a simple color template on the scale) S for small, M for medium or L

for large . The customer inputs the destination (only three choices -- Switzerland, Europe or other) and
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class of service (A or B Post) . The machine
indicates the price . The customer adds
any extra services (registration, signature,
etc.) and presses a button for the stamp (I
will call the Ymago labels stamps

throughout; they could more precisely be
called postage meter items) . The self-stick
stamp comes out and the customer sticks it
on his letter, with help from a diagram on

the machine.

The customer puts the letter in his
shopping cart and continues to shop . At
the checkout the letter is scanned just like

a grocery item and paid . The clerk takes
the letter and drops it in a bag that goes at
the end of the day to the "mother" post

office for postmarking and processing.

Remetschwil
Everything described above happened

for the first time on 21 April 2005 at the Volg
Village Store in the village of Remetschwil
(population 1,900) not far from Baden . The 22
April newspapers showed a photo of SP Boss

Dr . Ulrich Gygi buying yogurt and mailing a
package in the store (Figure 1) . His receipt at
the checkout showed both yogurt and postage!

Figure 2 shows a first day cover from

the store in Remetschwil, paid at 1 franc for
domestic A Post. Note the S for small and the

two coded areas, one for the store checkout and
the other containing the postal information for
sorting and routing. Note also the postmark of Baden, the
"mother" post office for Remetschwil next to the stamp.

Not quite everything in Remetschwil was clearly
defined on 21 April . Someone in the store believed the
stamps were supposed to be postmarked . For 30 minutes in
the early morning the mail got a 5453 Remetschwil

postmark (Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows an actual use of the Ymago stamp on

a postcard to the USA.

Some dealers have advertised "mint Ymago stamps . " I had to ask Michael Rutherfoord how

this was possible . He informed me that certain dealers stuck the stamps on wax paper or some other
backing and got them through the checkout . It seems SP never told the Volg people not to sell mint
Ymago postage! The question seems to be what happens when the mint Ymago stamps are actually

used somewhere else on a letter?

Rutherfoord also contacted SP and asked about philatelic service for the Ymago stamps and
was told that the Ymago stamps are not considered of interest to philatelists . So there!!
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What Next?

Initially SP had planned to open 5
additional agencies before the end 2005 . A visit
to the SP website shows that actually 15 new

agencies are already open, throughout the
country.

I mentioned above that Ymago has four

prongs. The other three (besides postal

agencies) are private post offices, lead post
offices with many branches, and full automation
of many main post offices . I am not clear on the
exact meaning of these three items . The SP

website shows the locations of facilities that are
part of the other three Ymago areas of emphasis.

For AHPS members who might be interested in this exotic new branch of Swiss postal history,

I have some Ymago literature available that I can copy and send . One can also find much Ymago

information on the Web at the SwissPost site (www .post .ch/ymago).

For those who might want more than just information, covers may be purchased from Markus

Seitz, ATM Seitz AG, Postfach, CH-6002 Luzern, Switzerland. Markus has extensive pricelists that

are also very informative.

A First-time Exhibitor
(continued from page 4) much improved.
Needless to say, this effort also forced me to

study literature, adding knowledge.

The field you exhibit should be

balanced. I had always thought my collection

was well balanced among the different issues.
However, I found some which were not up to

par with the others . As a matter of fact, there

were a few issues where I could not fill a page.
It seems that one subconsciously likes a certain
issue more then others, and it is favored when

acquiring new items . Fortunately, I could

balance my collection without spending much
money. Today I am well aware of the
importance of a balanced collection, and this is

now a major factor when getting additions.

In a judges critique it was pointed out
that in a specific section of my exhibit all items

had the federal grille . It was suggested to add

a few more exotic cancels . I had never thought

much about all these grilles, as they were the
only officially allowed cancel during this time

period. However, there were exceptions . It

was a challenge to find a few of them, and it
opened the door to learning more about cancels.
This is an interesting field, and I am glad the

judge made me aware of it . These few `exotic'

May 2006

cancels surely added spice to my collection.

Talking about judges : they are a little

bit like referees . They are right, even if they

are not. However, they have much experience,
and most of the time they are right . I feel that

judges are well-meaning and try to help you. It

is up to the exhibitor to sort out this advice.

Some of it I dismissed, as I thought the judges
did not have the necessary full knowledge of a
particular subject, but much of their advice was

well justified. We use the term `Judge' s

Critique', and I do not think it is a good

descriptor . `Critique' sounds negative . `Judge's

Suggestions ' would probably be better. I must

admit, I had to fight off a few emotional
reactions and tell myself `they are only trying

to help you' to get my self control back.

Do I regret that I had agreed to exhibit?
Not at all! It was a valuable learning
experience, which has enhanced my collection
and my knowledge, and which has forced me to

look at my collection critically . Add to this the

fact that I have made new friends, and it was
overall a very pleasant and educational

undertaking .
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A New Test for Old Skills
(continued form page 1) Jubilee issue . Figures 2
and 3 show enlargements of the corners of the roll
and business sheet stamps, respectively. If you
look carefully at the corners of the roll stamp,

you'll see a little hook at the ends, pointing up on
the top row of perforations and down on the
bottom row . On the business sheet stamp the
corner perforations are rounded.

In addition to showing how to sort the roll
and business sheet stamps, Figure 2 also answers
the question as to the source of the single stamps

sold by the PTT. They

come from the rolls of
2000 .

But wait, Herr

Häfeli has gone even
further in studying this
issue. He has determined

how to assign the position
on the booklet pane of an
isolated stamp . The
stamps in the booklet pane

occur in two blocks of four
and one vertical pair.
Number the stamps in the

block of four beginning at
the upper left with "H1"
and ending at the lower
right with "H4" and the

stamps in the vertical pair as "H5" and "H6" (top and bottom
stamps). Figure 4 shows the corners of these six stamps.
[Currently, it is not possible to distinguish between the two blocks

of four .] Studying these figures carefully, you can see the six
different corners.

There is even one more distinguishing feature on this issue

— the number of perforations across the top of the stamp,
reminiscent of the Standing Helvetia issue . Figure 5 shows the
tops of six different stamps . The topmost stamp has 21 teeth on

the top and comes from a single or roll stamp. The second stamp
also has 21 teeth and comes from a business sheet . The third
stamp has 20 teeth and comes from position H5 of a booklet . The

fourth stamp also has 20 teeth and comes from either position H1
or H2 of a booklet . The fifth stamp also has 20 teeth and comes
from position H4 of the booklet . The sixth and final stamp has 19
teeth and comes from either position H3 or H6 of the booklet.

In the second part of his study of this issue, Herr Häfeli in

the December SBZ looked at color variations between the various
printing formats as well as the relative numbers of each format.
According to Die Post, 53% of the 1Fr Le Corbusier chair was
issued in the booklet pane format, 45% in the business sheet
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format, and 2% as single stamps. His sampling of mail received at a large business supports these
percentages for the 1Fr Le Corbusier chair value . For the 85c Station clock value the percentages are
66% for the booklet format and 34% for the business sheet format, and for the 1Fr Landi chair the two

percentages are essentially 50-50 . He also notes that the stamps are particularly susceptible to

damage in the form of scraping of an area of the stamp when passing through the cancelling machine.
I'm sure every one of us has seen this kind of damage on US stamps printed in gravure.

And if all the above varieties weren't enough, printings of the 1Fr Landi chair business sheet

issued in November have a bar code printed on the back side of the liner paper of every stamp on the
sheet. Obviously one can't determine the presence or absence of this bar code on used stamps, mint
stamps from the business sheets come in two varieties . It remains to be seen if future printings of

business sheets of the other values in the set will add the bar codes . The backing sheet for the bar

code version of the Landi chair sheet is rouletted around each stamp (the non-bar code version is
imperforate), I wonder if this addition was made to allow the postal clerks to sell single values from
the business sheets .'

This interesting issue demonstrates again that there is nothing new under the sun, but also
that even modern stamps merit closer examination . This is obviously a work in progress so stay tuned

to see what surprises Die Post has in store for us next.
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Scott 2006 vs 2005
by John Barrett

Have you checked the latest Scott? Most

U.S. residents use Scott, so here is a brief look
at some changes since 2005 for the Swiss

imperfs. I looked at #1L1 to #40 (main #s only),
consisting of 54 issues, mint and used . There

were a total of 81 changes : 70 increases, 11

decreases . Some notable changes:

used -10%
used -8%

used -4%

used -10% *

used -10%
#35-40 set

	

used -8%

* The catalog was printed with $900, an

May 2006

increase of 800%, but that was a typo

Those of you in and/or watching the
market (internet or traditional auction house):

Do these 2006 catalog values reflect the actual
market in the US? Let me know! Thanks,
John Barrett, email : jstrubelboy@aol .com

L5 mint +9%

2L1 mint+10.5%
#4 mint +13%
#5 mint +10%
#6 +9 .4%

#8 mint +6%
#18 mint +7%
#35
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

Courtesy of Michael Rutherfoord, I think we have the definitive answer to the Kuwaiti cover

discussed and illustrated in the March TELL . I say "definitive" because Michael has sent me a copy of

a similar cover mailed from Germany . First our Kuwaiti cover. Michael has corroborated that the

postage on the cover is the correct amount for the basic weight step, and that the 35c postage due
would be the correct amount if it weighed more than the basic amount . The Kuwaiti post office should

have noted the weight on the cover and, had it been over the basic rate, noted with the international T

to warn the Swiss to collect postage due.

Now here's the kicker . Michael notes that there have been reports of the Swiss post office

charging postage due based on the Swiss 5 gram weight steps when the letter had actually been
correctly paid based on the British/American half ounce steps (equivalent to 14 .2 grams) . If this was

the case with our cover, then that would explain why the Italians didn't collect postage due.

But why the UNGÜLTIG marking on the Swiss postage due? Michael's scenario is the

following. The Zürich 2 receiving post office determined that the cover was underpaid and put the 35c

postage due stamps on the letter for the postman to collect upon delivery . The postman had to give

the post office 35c to "encourage" him to collect the postage due from the recipient . When the postman

handed the letter to the doorman of the well-known international bank, to make sure that he would

get his 35c back, the doorman checked and found that the addressee had left for Milan . The doorman

put the new address on the letter and handed it back to the postman . Upon his return to the post

office, the postman handed the letter back and was given back his 35c . The postal clerk then

invalidated the postage due stamps with the UNGÜLTIG so that the next postman wouldn 't try to

claim another 35c . The letter was then put back into the mail stream bound for Italy where, either

because of inattention or a more careful weighing, no postage due was collected . But no one can

explain the 119 notation on the cover.

I mentioned that Michael has a postcard from
Germany that more clearly illustrates this postage
due scenario . The card (Figure 1) was mailed from

Königsberg, Germany to Basel in 1942. After

passing through the appropriate censors, the card
arrived in the main post office in Basel where the

underpayment was noted by the "25" marking on the
center of the card and the 25c postage due stamp at
the top of the card . The postman paid his 25c upon
receiving the card from the post office. He tried to

deliver the card (and collect the postage due) but the
recipient was not at home . The postman then wrote
out a notice to go to the post office to collect the card.

He attached a note on the front of the card, the
remains of which can be seen at the lower left, advising the postal clerk that the card is to be picked

up within 7 days . He returned the card to the post office, got his 25c back, and the clerk canceled the
postage due stamp with the UNGÜLTIG marking . The clerk then forwarded the card to the post

office nearest the addressee, Basel 5 St . Clara. The recipient paid the 25c postage due and picked up

the card at the St. Clara post office . The second 25c postage due stamp, at the right of the card, was

applied and cancelled by the clerk at this office. Michael notes that the card was to the writer's aunt

and told her that "Everything is still OK here " and apologized for not being able to send a snapshot of

his 10-month old son but that "after the war you can see the original"! One wonders if the family

survived the next 3 years and the destruction of Germany . Thanks Michael for all your help.

I had a two-part question from member Kelly Horn regarding the 1953 Pro Juventute set. He

wonders why this set broke the precedent and only had three values with insects rather than the
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usual four. He also wonders why they issued the 24-stamp miniature booklet sheet . I gave him my

best guess but if someone knows the real reason, please let me know so I can relay the information to
Kelly. My guess on three rather than four insects is that 1953 was the 100 th birthday of Holder, who

is shown on the high value of the set . For some reason the PTT thought this was worthy of a stamp
and they had already committed to the little girl on the low value to follow the little boy on the low

value of the 1952 set . I think the reason for the miniature booklet sheet is a bit more straightforward.

1953 was the 40th anniversary of the official Pro Juventute stamps and the PTT wanted to do
something special to mark the occasion [and surely no thought of gouging the collectors entered their

minds!] . If you've got a better answer, let me know.

Michael Rutherfoord also alerted me to an

unannounced change to the K-cancel from 3718 Kandersteg
(K383a) . It was discovered on a file card in the PTT

archives and is dated 2 May 2005 . The new version (Figure
2) is very similar to the old version (Figure 3), in use since 6

July 1981 . The most prominent difference is the length of
the text at the bottom of the cancel . In the old version the
"m.ü.M" ends to the left of the extension of the background

mountain. In the new version it extends to the right of the

extension. I have a- subscription to the PTT's K-cancel
service and the new version was not included in the 2005 collection . Check your copies to see if you

have one of the new ones . The jury is still out on what, if any, new number the new version will

receive .

There is one new K-cancel to report this time . On April 3, 2006 K-cancel

1625 was put into service at 8320 Fehraltorf (canton Zürich) (Figure 4) . The cancel

shows the running of the traditional Easter horse race which marks the opening of
the horse racing season in German Switzerland .

There have been some
interesting varieties of older stamps

reported in recent BBZs . In the

March BBZ an interesting variety on the 20c + 10c
value of the 1951 Pro Patria stamp (the flag swinger).
The gray print shows a distinct vertical striping . I don't

know how well the copy will reproduce but I show it in
Figure 5. Zumstein is asking if anyone has additional
copies of this variety so that they can determine

whether it merits catalog status.

The February BBZ illustrated seven new plate
varieties on some Pro Juventute stamps between 1948
and 1951, thus showing that there's still much to be

discovered. These seven varieties can be found in

Figures 6 to 12 . The Abartensucher coordinates of the
varieties are given in brackets.
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Here's this issue's listing of post office
changes.

On December 23, 2005, the post office at 1676

Chavannes-les-Forts (canton Fribourg) was
closed [assumed by 1678 Siviriez]

On December 30, 2005, the post office
Chanéaz (canton Vaud) was
[assumed by 1410 Thierrens]

3. On December 31, 2005, the following post offices were closed:

3945 Gampel (canton Valais) [assumed by 3945 Gampel [?] ]
6613 Porto Ronco (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6622 Ronco sopra Ascona] [K-cancel 1036 was

last used on that date]

7424 Präz (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7430 Thusis]
7423 Sarn (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7430 Thusis]
7422 Tartar (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7430 Thusis]

4. On January 14, 2006, the post office at 2007 Neuchâtel 7 Mail (canton Neuchâtel) was closed

[assumed by 2000 Neuchâtel 2 Gare] [K-cancel 1094 was last used on that date]

5. On January 31, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

6716 Leontica (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6716 Acquarossa]

3262 Suberg (canton Bern) [assumed by 3257 Grossaffoltern]

6. On February 28, 2006, the post office at 8202 Schaffhausen 2 Unterstadt (canton Schaffhausen)
was closed [assumed by 8200 Schaffhausen BZR] [K-cancel 151c was last used on that date]

7. On March 31, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

1443 Champvent (canton Vaud) [assumed by 1400 Yverdon]
3986 Ried-Mörel (canton Valais) [assumed by 3900 Brig Briefzentrum]
1586 Vallamand (canton Vaud) [assumed by 1585 Salavaux]

1.

2 . at 1409

closed
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